
Our growing company is hiring for a competitive intelligence manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for competitive intelligence manager

Defines the competitive landscape, identifies white space and conducts
product and opportunity mapping to identify addressable market and
associated revenues
Develops and delivers strategic, actionable insights on the competitive
landscape and demonstrates its commercial impact to the senior leaders and
other key stakeholders
Interface with USG Programs/Customer Service Support (CSS)
/Engineering/Industrial Operations/Commercial Sales and Marketing
leadership within Bell Helicopter
Provide training and develop reference materials for BD team and others as
directed on CI and PTW resources and techniques
Develop & Analyze Business Analytics for platform projects
Lead cross-functional teams where you will be expected to lead and incent
others from other business groups
Work with Sales Productivity to develop and deliver compelling competitive
training sessions and sales tools
Attend and report on relevant content or announcements from industry
events
Assist with preparations for annual board of directors’ strategy meeting,
semi-annual portfolio review/budget meetings
Own and drive overall competitive strategy and analysis in the area of All

Example of Competitive Intelligence Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for competitive intelligence manager

5+ years of business experience including strategy or consulting experience
MBA or Advanced Science Degree Preferred
The successful candidate will be a leader in the adoption of industry
disruptive pricing and contracting strategies across the facilities and
construction enterprises
Through collaboration with our internal and supply chain partners we are
instituting transparent pricing, compensation, and incentive models that
enable market competitive cost goals and improved on time delivery
Understanding of travel and technology trends
MBA or master’s degree in related field (finance, marketing)


